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Migrating some or all of your 
infrastructure to the cloud may seem 
like a daunting prospect that contains 
an element of risk. However, are you 
putting your business in peril by not 
making the move? 

230,000  
Joint customers

Tens of Millions 
of shared users 

90% of Fortune 500 
companies use the 

Microsoft Cloud 

120k new Azure 
customer subscriptions 

per month

Citrix has nearly 30 years’ 
experience delivering virtual desktops and 

applications to enterprise organisations 

Why enterprises choose Microsoft Azure 

3rd 

largest network 
in the world

40 global Azure public cloud regions 
with new ones in development: 

Unique capabilities:  
minute billing

Hundreds of 
VM sizes available 

Massive scalability with 
1,000’s of cores added daily 

Consumption 
charging model

Auto-scaling

DR

Microsoft Azure and Citrix enable 
you to simplify your journey.  

Ensure business continuity 
with legacy apps

Migrate at a speed and 
scale that suits you

Ensure comprehensive 
security

Meet budget 
requirements

Manage BYOD 
effectively

Freedom to make your cloud journey, your way

Talk to Ultima for your low-risk
route to cloud integrations

For further insights and information contact Ultima 
to help you devise your safe roadmap for cloud migration.

Contact Us: 

Source: 

* RightScale: 2017 State of the Cloud Survey

+ Cloud Academy Blog

About Ultima

With its extensive experience in both Microsoft and Citrix 
technologies – being a Citrix Platinum Solution Advisor and 
Microsoft Gold and Cloud Deployment Partner - Ultima’s can 
help you exploit the benefits of the partnership between these 
market leaders, in both desktop and application delivery. 

From demonstrating the technology and providing business value 
justification, to getting you set up on the right subscription model 
and extending the functionality across your whole organisation 
– Ultima will simplify and maximise your transition the cloud, no 
matter where you are in your cloud  journey.

Simplify your journey to 
the cloud with Citrix 
running on Microsoft Azure
Citrix and Microsoft offer integrated services proven to work together. 

With Citrix running on Microsoft 
Azure, you can securely and safely 
deliver a range of options for 
virtual applications and desktops 
to user’s on-premises, in the cloud, 
or via a hybrid model. 

0333 015 8000 enquiries@ultima.com www.ultima.com


